Higher Secondary Second Year
GEOGRAPHY
MODEL QUESTION PAPER - 3
Time : 2.30 Hours

Part I
I CHOOSE THE CORRECT ANSWER.
1.

2.

3.

15X1=15

The plant biome found beneath the seas is
a) plankton

b) Necton

c) Benthos

d) corals

The minimum population required for a commodity to be sold in the market:
a) 0-50

b) 50-100

c) 100-200

d) 200-300

The reason for the migration of Rural population to urban areas
is
a) To Purchase things
c) recreation

4.

b) for Jobs
d) Luxurious life

Theory that explains the location of an Industry was given
by

5.

a) Weber

b) Christaller

c) Von Thunen

d) Malthus

The goods produced in excess of a country’s own needs.
a) Deficit
c) Export

6.

7.

b) Surplus
d) Import

are carried by tankers safely.
a) Oil

b) Machines

c) Sand

d) Flowers

National Remote sensing Agency is located at
a) New Delhi

b) Hyderabad

c) Kolkata

d) Chennai

8.

9.

The Sahel located in West Africa is a
a) Grass land

b) Desert

c) Forest

d) Marshy land

The region where groundwater is most efficiently recharged in
a) Dense forests

b) Grass lands

c) Deserts

d) Waste land

10. The region where the Amazon and Congo River flow through.
a) Temperate region

b) Polar region

c) Equatorial region

d) Subtropical region

11. The president of Sierra club.
a) John Moore

b) Theodore Roosevelt

c) George Bush

d) Indira Gandhi

12. The first Earth Day was celebrated in
a) United kingdom

b) United States of America

c) Israel

d) India

13. Market area of the central places is
a) Triangle

b) Hexagon

c) Rectangle

d) Square

14. Johannesburg conference on sustainable development was held in the year.
a) 2002

b) 2001

c) 2000

d) 2003

15. Water related Union list is.
a) Entry-56

b) Entry -57

c) Entry -58

d) Entry - 53
PART II

Answer any six questions in which question no. 20 is compulsory.
16. Write a note on coral Reefs.
17. What were the natural factors controlling population growth in the past?

6x2=12

18. Write about Twin villages.
19. Write a short note on fuels.
20. What are the computer generations?
21. Write a note on Demand supply centers.
22. What are the two means of improving the water quantity and quality?
23. Write a short note on Resilience.
24. What is conservation of wild life?
PART- III
Answer any six questions in which Question no. 25 is compulsory.

6x3=18

25. Describe the Benthos.
26. What is the meaning of Marx’s population theory?
27. Describe the Million Cities.
28. Describe the Quaternary industries.
29. Write about the Trade Balance.
30. What are the reasons for the decrease of quality of water?
31.

What are the precautionary actions to be adapted during disasters?

32. Define - Temperature changes.
33. Explain Sea Bed Tunnel way.
PART- IV
Answer all the questions

5x5=25

34. Describe the Temperate grassland biome.
(Or)

Explain Weber’s theory of Industrial location with diagram.
35. Explain the geographical factors on Trade
(Or)

Describe the container.
36. What are the objectives and functions of Regional Remote sensing service centres?

(Or)

Describe the means of water pollution.
37. Write in detail about fresh water sources.
(Or)

Write a note on the natural disasters.

38. Mark the p l a c e s o f major earthquakes of the world on the given world map and
explain them briefly
(Or)

Mark the Tropical forests of the world in the given world map. Explain them briefly.

